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Annotation: The article discusses the author's corps and its
significance in modern glossary, the world of Pushkin's author's
corps, the Czech writer's corps, Shakespeare's author's corps and
their shortcomings. The interface of the author's corps is made up
of different designs and structures, and the author is responsible
for its completeness, the interface should be attractive and
impressive. The creation of the interface is based on the design of
the national or modern features, the interface should involve the
life and works of the artist in photoes. The Corpus of Linguistics is
a very rapidly developing branch of the world of computational
linguistics, which has achieved great success in this regard.
The Corpus of Linguistics is also taught as a science in world
universities. The subject of this discipline is the theory and
practice of building a corpus, such as body features and the basics
of programming. The Corpus of Linguistics deals with general
theory and practice of computational linguistics, the formation of
the language body, and computer technologies. The article tells
about modern information technologies that have created
tremendous opportunities for language functionality. Computer
translation, editing, analysis, electronic dictionary and thesaurus
are proof of our opinion. Especially the creation of modern
electronic dictionaries and the culture of their use is one of the
effective ways of learning a language. In particular, the role of
language buildings created and developing at a fast pace
throughout the world when demonstrating the ability and ability
to master the language is very large. The purpose of the article is
to study the linguistic foundations of the Uzbek language corpus,
to study the linguistic value of the linguistic corpus, the history of
corpus linguistics, to study the author's linguistics of the corpuses,
its features in the social, lexicological, educational and other
fields.
The article gives an idea about the interface, the content of the
corpus, its flawless functioning and at first glance the importance
of the author’s personality, creative heritage, classification.
Keywords: Interface, the author’s corps, mathematical
modeling, morphologic and semantic annotation, information,
linguistic base, artificial intelligence, сomputer linguistics, corpus
linguistics, language corpus, special software, e-library, lexical,
morphological, grammatical, semantic symbols, problems with
linguistic markup.

I. INTRODUCTION

Corpus linguistics in the world linguistics became the

R.G. Petrovsky said that “Reliable linguistic information can
be obtained from a large array of texts,” but case studies in the
field of corpus were initiated by Bloomfield, Fritz and
Bonders in the 40s. The creators of the Brown Corps
(1961–1964), Nils Francis and Henry Kuzer, first developed
the principles for the creation of a corps. The works of John
Sinclair, author of the Bank of England (1980), deserve
special attention. In Russian linguistics, V. Zakharov, A. K.
Kutuzov, E. V. Nedoshivina, V. Rykov, V. Pungane studied
the corpus, its varieties, features, social significance of the
corpus and the principles of corpus construction. Special
studies on copyright cases can be found in the works of O.
Kukushkina, A. Polikarpov and E. Surovtseva. Although this
issue has been studied in the linguistics of the World Corpus,
there are no monographic studies of corpus linguistics in
Uzbek linguistics. The studies of the aforementioned linguists
have been carefully reviewed, studied and used during the
dissertation research.
In State nationwide program is paying a great attention as
main direction to the communicating of public education
schools.
According to this program educational
establishments are provided with techniques of modern
computers. Public education schools and educational
establishments are connected with Internet and ZiyoNET
completely. Modern people master so much information that
it is not possible to use or treat information without
Information and Communication Technology (ICT). Year by
year in our life it has been developing computer and
Information and communication technology. Nowadays the
main goal of educational policy is directed at the learners,
important and necessary for the future developing of modern
education that satisfying demands of society and government.
It is important to draw educators and leaders of schools and
high educational establishments in developing professional
skilful and from the first day in additional pedagogical
education. There is the truth that impossible to refuse, if the
representative of present time unable to use nowadays
technology and unable to use them for their life, job and
handicraft is considered drawback.

subject of study in the 60s of the last century. Back in the 60s,
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It is important to emphasize that, efficient using of
possibilities of modern ICT by educators testifies that they are
skilful specialists.
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II. T MATERIALST ANDT METHODS
TheT Computer translation, editing, analyzing, electron
dictionaries, thesaurus are evidence of our opinion.
Especially, creating e-dictionaries and forming the culture of
using them is effective way of owning the possibilities of
language. Particularly, the role of creating language corps
according to representing and mastering the possibilities of
language is great. As our president says : “It has shown
necessity of supporting scientific and creative researches
overall , marking as task creating necessary conditions for
them, for this purpose working out and implementing definite
measures by our government, according to the field of every
subject doing profound researches, including linguistics. As
the developing of information –communication system, it is
appeared new branches in the subject as “Corps linguistics”.
B. Mengliyev and his apprentices have raised the problem of
this subject firstly (Hamroyeva Sh. , 2018). Corps is an
electron library, dictionary and linguistic grammar of internet
system. It is a collection of texts as electron form of real
language that is situated in the program of search. It is created
Pushkin author corps and Chekhov author corps, Shakespeare
author corps; national corps of Russian language, modern
American English corps, Oxford English corps in the World.
In Uzbekistan it has not created the corps of linguistic base
yet. Nowadays though there is an electron library Ziyonet, but
it doesn’t work in the system of working on the text
automatically and implement searching on the base of
different signs from text. It doesn’t outline to the program of
learning language and creating dictionaries. It is impossible to
listen audio listening of text. There is a system of working on
the text automatically and implement searching on the base of
different signs from the text in authoring and national corps
program which we create. It is possible to find out the words,
phrase, combinations that used less and to learn the use and
the orthography of them and it gives the chance of directional
teaching of education and the leaner is able to listen to the
text. Linguistic analyzing does the main task for corps.
Linguistic analyzing is linguistic and extra linguistic
separating of special tags into texts and its component parts.
Now there are following types of linguistic analyzing:
morphological, semantic, syntactical, anaphoric, prosodic,
discursive and etc. In some corps it is used the next
component analyzing degrees.
Especially, some little corps is connected on the base of
syntactic analyzing completely. Such kind of state is usually
explained deeply or it has syntactical structure. For instance,
syntactic analyzing likes big tree. Analyzing of text in hand
takes long time. Now it presents programs in Russian and
foreign sites which is possible to enter straightly and to
analyze. They are divided into independent and websites. The
last years producers’ directing to web attachment deserves
attention. There are some advantages of these systems: at the
same time several users are able to analyze the same
document, it doesn’t demand to set additional programs but
browser apart from it, entering right is limited, can be
observed analyzing process. Word form, lemma and tag
belong to morphological analyzing system. Word form is
morphological unit of chosen text. The first step of analyzing
word form is to lemming or to give the lexeme form of word
form. The most difficult step of settings of inflectional
languages is lemming or lexeme form of word to connect to
word form as tag. Because in inflectional languages grammar
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meaning of word form is mixed to root of word. Differently
from inflectional languages lemming is much easier in
agglutinative language. [7,10]. The part of without grammar
form of word form is equal to root or basis foundation lemma.
In settings lemma is given inside of following sign :<*>. In all
parts of speech lemming is as following or if it is based on
“the part of root-basis foundation of word is equal to lemma”
trend, in verb group verb –lemma is given as the form of II
person imperative mood. In the articles of dictionary they are
given as infinitive <to go>. But it is not suitable for corps,
because in text of corps it is searched not form <to go >, but
the form<go>. According to this verb-lemma is given as
following form: teach <read>, doesn’t be <be>, show <see>
(Hamroyeva Sh., 2017). During the setting it demands to
write from 5 till 10 morphological tags (explanations),
sometimes more than them for each word form.
Mathematical modeling of natural languages is based on the
creation of artificial intelligence around the world. The results
of mathematical modeling serve as the basis for creating an
artificial intelligence program. It is a pleasure to note that
there are over 30 million speakers in the Uzbek language.
However, it should be noted that technologies do not go up to
the level of the Internet and, in particular, the conceptual,
theoretical, practical, and organizational work in relevant
research institutions and centers, and indicates that the list
remains on the list of languages. Modern technology has
created enormous opportunities for language functionality.
Computer networks and information communication
technologies (ICTs) have created opportunities for the
education system, first of all, to obtain the required
information quickly from anywhere in the world. Particularly,
the fact that the Internet is accessible through global computer
networks at the moment of access to the world's information
resources. 2 Modern technology, which is the result of
development, is designed to help people. Especially,
development of information and communication technologies
contributes to the development of each sphere. The
development of information and communication systems has
led to the emergence of new areas in science. One of such new
areas is corpus linguistics. Creating a corpus to achieve the
unique language of our mother tongue, to inherit the wealth of
our future generations, and to achieve our place in the world's
global network, defines the current problems of today.
Corpe consists of a collection of electronic texts, working on a
special search engine and millions of keyword contexts. The
author's corpe is based on the texts containing fiction,
journalism, and epic genres created by a particular artist. It is
a series of lexicographical sources that include various
dictionaries (basic, frequency, toponymy, grammar, phrase,
etc.) The author's corps is of great importance in modern
design.
This corps is a resource for creating large of dictionaries.
Over time, the corpus has become a powerful informational
resource, which is important for various linguistic trends. Due
to computer-based corpses, dictionaries are created and
processed quickly compared to the previous one. This way the
dictionary reflects the language from the beginning to the end
of the dictionary (until publication), and the dictionary does
not have an "outdated" word.
Corps must have a unique
interface. What is Interface? The
term "interface" is derived from
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English and is used to mean "appearance". This word is often
used in computer technology. It is the only communication
system that provides a variety of communication between a
person and a car. Interface is a communication system
between different blocks and complex blocks, as well as
technology and user. It is logical (information representation
system) and physical (data transfer). Interiors of the author's
corps are of different design and structure, and their
perfection is entrusted to the creator. Because the interface is
the first impression that the body is about. In the creation of
the interface, it is necessary to take into consideration the
national decorative designs and the characteristic that reflects
the classic or modernity. The creator's life and activities, the
works created by him in a separate window, and the
photogallery must be on the interface. The above-mentioned
materials allow to use the body as an electronic library. In the
"Search" system, the creator's life, activities, works created by
him in a separate window, and windows such as photos use
the body's capabilities. These windows are software that
searches for corpus units. The author's body corpe should be
friendly, optimally versatile, and perfect. The global network
are characterized by the presence of large volumes of
materials (the plurality of materials) and the depth of it. For
example, Pushkin and Chekhov's corpuses are the perfect
ones with morphological and semantic annotations. But it
does not responce modern programming requirements.
Because they were 8 or 10 years old. Further, the excellent
design of the Shakespeare's corps differs by the design of the
whole design, but it is not morphological or semantic. Each of
the existing corpses has a distinct minority. For example, the
Tajik language can only function as an electronic library,
photo and video gallery(Wang W., Liu Y., Harper M. P. ,
2002). This body is completely unmatched, and the
intermediate system is imperfect and incomplete. But it can
only point to a single piece of work. Pushkin and Chekhov's
corpse, created by Russian linguists, do not have syntactic
significance. The author's corpse is Abdulla Qahhor's
e-database on the Patient Story, which is based on artificial
intelligence: the processing of the Uzbek language by means
of textual editing, automatic editing and translation, searching
for different characters. Created body - can determine the
period and frequency of the word, analyze the lively
construction of the language, the ability to combine words,
automatically process text (eg, translate) and various search
engines automatically. It saves time. Note: Users are currently
using a simple card reader rather than a linux database. It has
the following interfaces:

Thus, the interface plays a key role in the creation of the
corpse. It is necessary to create an easy-to-use working
environment that meets the requirements of modern software
design.
III. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, linguistic modeling of tags is expedient,
because in linguistic modeling morphological tag turns into
conventional abbreviation form. It is produced forms of
special linguistic model for settings of each part of speech.
Setting is linguistic modeling. The scientific novelty of the
research is as follows:
1) for the first time in Uzbek linguistics, the term corpus,
corpus features, theoretical foundations, linguistic,
practical and educational meaning of the language corpus
is revealed;
2) the formation and development of corpus linguistics,
features of the first and subsequent generations, the
history of language corpses in Russian and English, the
state of corpus linguistics, features of modern Russian,
English, Turkish and Tajik languages, their general and
various aspects, classification of corpus types;

3) general principles of building a
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body: the technological process of designing and the
stages of building a body, the importance of forming a
body, the fact that the tag is a linguistic tool characterized
by the characteristic features of the body manager and its
types;
4) the goals and objectives of the author’s corpus, the
characteristics and structure of the author’s corpus, the
structure and composition of the author’s corps, similar
and distinctive aspects of A. S. Pushkin, F. D. Dostoevsky,
A. Griboedov, and U. Shakespeare;
5) developed the principles of creating the author's case.
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